
Thanks for purchasing one of our Rapid Fire controllers! Please read carefully 
through everything below, as this will help you get the most from your new 

controller.
-----------------------------------------------

Helpful Information

⦁ Rapid fire is for use with SEMI AUTOMATIC weapons only! It is not 
supposed to make fully automatic weapons faster, although on some 
games it can. 

⦁ All games now have speed patches, which basically means how fast you 
can fire a semi automatic weapon with the controller. If you change to 
a mode that fires over this patch, your weapon will start stuttering or 
slowing down. Every mode has been set using our experience to what 
we think is the best possuble speed for the games shown. If you want 
to shoot faster or slower, then use a different mode to suit.

⦁ Rapid fire controllers & LED's require more power than normal pads, 
if your mod starts playing up or led's go dim, please change the 
batteries for some brand new one's or fully recharge your pack.

⦁ The MK14 on MW3 requires the "rapid fire attachment" equipped on 
the weapon, without it you wont get the fastest speed possible.

⦁ SPS = SHOTS PER SECOND.

Please DO NOT leave poor feedback or most importantly Low Star 
Ratings, if you have a problem with your controller or need help in any 

way, please get in contact with us & we WILL help you.

For Fast Support Email - sales_epicmodz@hotmail.co.uk
---------------------------------------------
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Before you can use your new controller, you will need to 'Synchronize' it 
to your console. To do this follow the steps below -

1. Turn on your console.
2. Press and hold the Guide button on the controller until it turns on.
3. Press and release the connect button on the console.

Xbox 360 E console

Xbox 360 S console

Original Xbox 360 console

4. Within 20 seconds, press and release the connect button on the 
controller. The lights around the console's power button will stop 
flashing once the controller connects to the console.
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Mode List

Below are the 10 'Game Modes' for the controller followed by 4 'Advanced Modes', 
using our experience each 'Game Mode' has been set at what we think is the best 
possible speed for the game shown next to it. 

** If you change to a mode that fires too fast for the game you are 
playing you will get capped, which basically means your weapon will 

start stuttering/freezing up altogether !! **

Mode 1 – Call Of Duty: Advanced Warfare (8 SPS)
Mode 2 – Call Of Duty: Ghosts (6.25 SPS)
Mode 3 – Call Of Duty: Black Ops Series (8 SPS)
Mode 4 – Call Of Duty: Modern Warfare Series (8 SPS)
Mode 5 – Call Of Duty: World At War [Patchbuster] (8 SPS)
Mode 6 – Battlefield Series (4.5 SPS)
Mode 7 – Gears Of War Series (7 SPS)
Mode 8 – Grand Theft Auto Series (16 SPS)
Mode 9 – Halo Series (9 SPS)
Mode 10 – All Other Shooters (4 SPS)

Advanced Mode 1 - 5.5 SPS
Advanced Mode 2 - 6.5 SPS
Advanced Mode 3 - 7.5 SPS
Advanced Mode 4 - 8.5 SPS

-----------------------------------------------

Features & Button Combinations + LED Indications

Cycle through Game/Advanced modes (Forwards) -
Hold the Right Trigger in & then tap the MOD button once (Cycles ONE mode 
per button tap). [Player 4 LED will flash a certain number of times depending on 
what mode you enter (Example - Mode 4 = The Player 4 LED will flash 4 times), 
this will happen each time you change mode]. 

Cycle through Game/Advanced modes (Backwards) -
Hold the Left Trigger in & then tap the MOD button once (Cycles ONE mode per 
button tap). [LED indication is same as above].

Enable/Disable 'Rapid Fire' –
Tap the MOD button once to enable/disable. [The Player 4 LED stays on 
constantly while enabled].
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Enable/Disable 'Drop Shot' + LT Cancelation + *Rapid Fire –
Hold the B button in & then tap the MOD button once to enable Drop shot. To 
disable, use Quick Disable. [The Player 4 LED will flash twice quickly & then stay 
on constantly while enabled].

Enable/Disable 'Jump Shot' + LT Cancelation + *Rapid Fire –
Hold the A button in & then tap the MOD button once to enable Jump Shot. To 
disable, use Quick Disable. [The Player 4 LED will flash twice quickly & then stay 
on constantly while enabled].

* If you wish to enable Rapid Fire along with Drop Shot or Jump Shot, you just 
need to simply tap in the button combination that you used to enable that 
particular feature in the first place (while the feature is already enabled). When 
you disable Drop Shot or Jump Shot, Rapid Fire will also be disabled automatically 
for that feature. [The player 4 LED will flash once then return to constantly on 
when Rapid Fire is enabled/disabled].

Enable/Disable 'Akimbo Rapid Fire' -
Hold both the Left & the Right Triggers in & then tap the MOD button once to 
enable/disable. For a much quicker alternative to disable, use Quick Disable. 
[The Player 4 LED will flash twice quickly & then stay on constantly while 
enabled].

Enable/Disable 'Burst Fire' -
Hold both the Left Trigger & the B button in, then tap the MOD button once to 
enable/disable. For a much quicker alternative to disable, use Quick Disable. 
[The Player 4 LED will flash twice quickly & then stay on constantly while 
enabled].

Enable/Disable 'Akimbo Mimic' -
Hold the Left & the Right Triggers & the A button in, then tap the MOD button 
once to enable/disable. For a much quicker alternative to disable, use Quick 
Disable. [The Player 4 LED will flash twice quickly & then stay on constantly while 
enabled].

Enable/Disable 'Auto Aim' -
Hold both the Left Trigger & the A button in, then tap the MOD button once to 
enable/disable. For a much quicker alternative to disable, use Quick Disable. 
[The Player 4 LED will flash twice quickly & then stay on constantly while 
enabled].

-----------------------------------------------
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Descriptions

Rapid Fire - Fires a semi automatic weapon like a fully automatic weapon on 
the Right trigger. The fire rate of the weapon depends on the SPS of the mode 

you have selected.

Drop Shot - When the Right trigger is pulled to shoot, the B button is 
automatically held so that your player drops to the floor until you decide to 

stand up again. 
Jump Shot - When the Right trigger is pulled to shoot, the A button is 

automatically tapped constantly so that your player keeps jumping into the 
air while shooting. This feature is very good on Advanced Warfare or other 

games that allow high jumps into the air, the enemy wont be able to keep you 
in their scopes.

Akimbo Rapid Fire - Fires semi automatic akimbo weapons like fully 
automatic weapons on both the Left & Right triggers. The fire rate of both 

weapons depends on the SPS of the mode you have selected.
Burst Fire - Shoots a 3 shot burst per Right trigger pull. The fire rate of the 

burst depends on the SPS of the mode you have selected. Also, if you 
continue to hold the trigger in, the controller will keep Rapid Firing at the 

selected modes speed.
Akimbo Mimic - When the Right trigger is pulled more than half way, the 
Left trigger automatically performs the same action. If you pull the Right 

trigger less than half way, the Left trigger acts as normal which allows you to 
hip fire.

Auto Aim - Automatically stays locked on to enemies while the Left trigger is 
held. Please note there is some screen judder upon aiming in whilst using this 

feature, this is perfectly normal and is the only way Auto Aim can function. 
(Zombies/Campaign ONLY!)

Advanced Modes - When you enter an 'Advanced Mode', the LED indications 
are same as 'Game modes' but they flash slightly quicker.

Quick Disable - When any feature is enabled, just tap the MOD button once 
to quickly disable it.

LT (Left Trigger) Cancelation - If you pull the Left trigger before pulling the 
Right trigger, the enabled feature will disable temporarily. This allows you to 

aim in without the feature getting in the way. For example; you see an enemy 
from a distance and you want to aim in to take them out. Well you dont want 
say Drop Shot to kick in, which could drop you to the floor behind a wall so 

that you can no longer see the enemy.

Patchbuster - This rapid fire 'add on' was made for Call Of Duty: World At 
War. In short it allows Rapid Fire to actually be used on the game, without it 

Rapid Fire simply would not work on World At War.
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Helpful Information

⦁ When the controller is turned off, the MOD will save the last mode you 
selected.

⦁ If the batteries are taken out of the controller, the MOD is reset back to 
Game Mode 1.

⦁ If a game you are playing gets updated with a speed patch and a 
mode you were using for that game no longer Rapid Fires properly, do 
the following -

1. Look at the mode you were using in the mode list, and take note of 
the shots per second of that mode.

2. Now change to a mode with a SPS which is slightly lower than it. So 
for example; If the mode which you were using fired at 8 SPS, try a 
mode that fires at 7.5 SPS.

3. Keep working your way down the SPS until you find a mode that 
now suits the new game speed patch.

⦁ You can also do the above but the other way around to find a faster 
speed, so instead of testing lower speeds, try testing higher speeds.

Handy Links

Epic Modz Facebook –
⦁ http://www.facebook.com/pages/Epic-Modz-Rapid-Fire-

Products/219782128033184

Epic Modz YouTube –
⦁ http://www.youtube.com/user/oRHYTHMZo

Epic Modz Twitter –
⦁ https://twitter.com/#!/EpicModzUK

Epic Modz Website –
⦁ http://www.epic-modz.co.uk

Epic Modz eBay –
⦁ http://stores.ebay.co.uk/Epic-Modz

Epic Modz Amazon –
⦁ http://goo.gl/1niUj0
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